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Abstract—Data partitioning in H.264 Extended Proﬁle video
coding enables unequal error protection, which is particularly
interesting for wireless applications. It has been shown that
sequential decoding of the prediction residuals encoded in low-
priority packets can drastically improve the quality of the
decoded video. We present a detailed analysis of such a sequential
decoder and propose additional synchronization side information
as a simple means to further increase its performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile wireless video needs robust source decoders in order
to overcome the inevitable variations in channel quality, which
cannot always be mitigated by the lower layers of the pro-
tocol stack, especially in broadcast scenarios. Consequently,
cross-layer methods for error resilient video transmission are
receiving considerable attention, including even more closely
integrated methods such as joint source-channel decoding. In
particular, sequential decoding has been proposed as a simple
means to increase robustness of a H.264 Extended Proﬁle
video decoder [2], [3].
The Extended Proﬁle of the H.264 video coding standard
provides an error resilient mode which partitions data accord-
ing to its importance [4]. Header data and motion vectors of a
slice are labeled type A, so that they can be better protected.
The residuals (prediction differences) of intra frames are
labeled type B, while inter-predicted residuals are type C.
The prediction residuals are encoded with a context-adaptive
variable-length code (CAVLC). All data of a given type is
separately encapsulated into network abstraction layer units
(NALUs), which are put in RTP packets for transmission.
In this paper we consider a scenario where all packets
are equipped with a CRC to detect errors. We assume that
all A packets are received without error, while the weaker
(or absent) protection of B/C packets causes them to be re-
ceived with random errors. Traditional receivers simply discard
packets that fail their CRC and try to conceal the lost slice,
while a soft-input sequential decoder will try to decode also
packets containing errors. For this it needs soft information
(log-likelihood ratios, LLR) on the bits in these packets.
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Section II details the decoder architecture, while Section III
analyzes the sequential decoder in more detail. The use of ad-
ditional synchronization information is proposed in Section IV
and simulation results are presented in Section V.
II. DECODER ARCHITECTURE
A. Sequential CAVLC Decoder
The encoding of residual coefﬁcients in H.264 depends
causally on previous data in the same B/C packet and on
the relevant information from A packets. This causal code
structure is well matched to sequential decoding. A list of
partial decoding paths is kept in memory and each is labeled
with a metric that allows comparing paths of different length.
Since the list size shall be limited, the decoder needs to decide
which paths to explore further based on the path metric. A
simple strategy involves storing the paths in a stack which
is sorted according to the metric [5]. The top path (with the
highest metric) is replaced by its extensions (a corresponding
number of low-metric paths will be dropped from the stack)
and the stack is sorted again. These steps are repeated until
the top path has the required length and can be output as the
decoded path.
The choice of metric determines the performance of sequen-
tial decoding. Massey [6] has shown that the heuristic metric
introduced by Fano minimizes the error probability, provided
the so-called “random tail assumption” holds. Consider a
message w that is encoded with the binary variable-length
codeword xw,1xw,2 ...xw,`(w) and transmitted over a binary-
input memoryless channel with transition probabilities P(y|x).
The received vector y is assumed to be longer than the
codeword xw. Then the random tail assumption states that
the bits following the codeword (and belonging to the next
codeword) are chosen i.i.d. with some distribution Q. For a
good binary source code this is approximately satisﬁed with
Q=(1
2, 1
2). Then the a posteriori probability that message w
has been sent is
Pr(w|y) = P(w)
`(w) Y
i=1
P(yi|xw,i)
P0(yi)
, (1)
where P(w) is the a priori probability that w has been sent
and P0(yi) =
P
x P(yi|x)Q(x) is the marginal channel outputdistribution induced by Q. The metric is now simply the
logarithm (usually base two) L(w,y) = logPr(w|y). Using
Q=(1
2, 1
2), the channel term in (1) can be directly computed
from the soft inputs, e.g. the LLRs log
P(yi|1)
P(yi|0). Extending the
metric to sequences w1,w2,...wk is straightforward.
The a priori probabilities P(w) must be known in order to
compute this MAP metric. If we assume that the compression
is efﬁcient, the probability of emitting a codeword will be
exponentially related to its length,
P(w) =
2−`(w)
P
w 2−`(w). (2)
It can be seen that by this assumption, L(w,y) reduces to the
maximum likelihood (ML) metric.
A key difference to sequential decoding of convolutional
codes is the fact that not all syntactically valid paths cor-
respond to valid decodings of a packet, since the header
information imposes additional constraints. Only paths that
have the correct length in bits and encode the correct number
of SMBs (in the slice) are valid decoder outputs. This yields
some error correction capability, since semantically invalid
paths can be eliminated from the decoder stack.
B. Artifact Detection
The CAVLC for the residuals contains also ﬁxed-length-
coded (FLC) ﬁelds, for example to code sign and mantissa
of coefﬁcient values. The decoding metric assigns uniform
probabilities to FLC ﬁelds, hence FLC errors go undetected
and will cause some distortion. A more severe decoding error
occurs when the sequential decoder outputs a wrong VLC
path. We try to detect both types of decoder errors in order
to request concealment of the affected macroblocks (MBs).
For FLC errors, we use the soft (LLR) inputs to compute
an estimate of the expected distortion, which is input to
an multi-criterion artifact detection procedure [2]. The main
detection mechanism, which targets also VLC errors, is based
on thresholding a difference picture metric. The threshold is
adapted to the instantaneous amount of motion to ease correct
decisions for sequences with different temporal character.
C. Error Concealment
To keep the proposed method as generally applicable as pos-
sible, we did not want to use object-based error concealment
methods. Our simulations focused on QCIF video (176×144
pixels or 11×9 MBs). At such low resolutions, a lot of visual
information is contained in a single MB and therefore temporal
interpolation provides in most cases a better and simpler
basis for concealment than spatial or spatial frequency domain
interpolation. We have chosen temporal error concealment
with boundary matching also for I frames. Factors that make
the temporal error concealment more difﬁcult, such as scene
cuts, transitions and fast zooming in/out were not present in
our simulation scenario.
III. SEQUENTIAL DECODER ANALYSIS
We may distinguish several kinds of redundancy that can
be exploited by the sequential decoder:
• Mismatch between the actual source and its model in the
encoder (e.g. using a memoryless model for a Markov
source).
• Mismatch between ideal and actual codeword lengths
(e.g. integer codeword lengths `i 6= −log2 pi, unused
leaves/codewords in the VLC tree).
• Semantic side information about the encoded content.
The ﬁrst two kinds of redundancy are of little importance in
H.264: on the one hand, the CAVLC syntax has been closely
matched to the correlation structure present in the residual
data. Our experiments showed that the codewords are used
with close to their ideal probability, in particular the short
ones. As a consequence, having more precise a priori source
probabilities, whether transmitted as side information or esti-
mated online, yields only minor performance improvements,
if at all. Efﬁcient use of statistical model redundancy is also
hampered by typical relatively small packet sizes. On the other
hand, although there are a few unused codewords in some
of the VLC tables, they generally differ in just one position
from the longest codeword in a given table (examples include
the often used tables level prefix and run before);
thus they are unlikely to occur as result of a bit error, which
would otherwise be detected. In summary, little redundancy is
left in the data stream that could be easily exploited by the
decoder; the statistical properties of the encoder output are
close to those of a binary symmetric source. This ﬁnding is not
very surprising given the excellent compression performance
of H.264 and justiﬁes choosing the a priori probabilities (2).
These observations suggest that the main source of re-
dundancy must be the semantic side information contained
in the A packets, that is, outside the actual residual data
stream in the B/C packets. That information puts semantic
constraints on the contents of the residual packets. Of these
constraints, the simplest to exploit in a sequential decoder is
the knowledge of the number of SMBs that are encoded in a
given packet of length n. If a slice contains up to m MBs,
this amounts to about log2(16m) bits of side information at
most, which for practical frame resolutions corresponds to 10–
20 bits, independent of packet size. This ﬁts well with the
observed ability of the decoder to correct a small number of
hard decision bit errors (typically less than ﬁve). However,
this redundancy does not grow with data rate or packet size,
thereby imposing limits on the practical operating range of a
sequential decoder based on this kind of side information. The
next section proposes additional synchronization information
as means to alleviate this limitation.
IV. ADDITIONAL SYNCHRONIZATION INFORMATION
Synchronization marks are a popular way to increase robust-
ness of source coding schemes. They allow to restart the VLC
decoder at known positions and thus conﬁne the propagation
of decoding errors, which are thereby also easier to detectand conceal. In [7], the improvement achievable by having
synchronization marks every m-th macroblock was analyzed
together with the additional overhead needed. Synchronization
marks combined with additional parity bits allow an even more
reliable detection of areas with errors, making the concealment
more efﬁcient and the visually degraded area smaller.
In the present work, we use out-of-band side information
to signal additional synchronization points to a sequential
decoder. The boundaries of MBs in the code stream are natural
candidates for resynchronization, since the decoder already
checks for the correct number of MBs at the end of a packet.
The decoder is informed of the current bit position every m-
th MB in a slice, i.e. it knows the length n (in bits) and the
position of a segment of the code stream encoding m MBs
(or less, at the end of a slice). Note that this is not the same
as having smaller packets of at most m macroblocks, due to
the prediction mechanism that causally affects the encoding
of MBs within a slice. The sequential decoder uses the extra
side information to simply discard paths that do not line up
correctly at the synchronization points.
Encoding the side information can be done with an Elias-γ
code, which needs blog2 nc + 2blog2blog2 nc + 1c + 1 bits
to encode the natural number n. To convey this information
to the decoder without errors, it could be appended to the
A packets; however, that is not standard-compliant and might
break compatibility with other receivers. A better way is to use
a reserved NALU type, which will be ignored by receivers not
knowing how to handle it. The additional packetization over-
head is negligible if the side information can be precomputed
to generate packets of the maximal allowed size. The decoder
needs only buffering capability for one additional packet.
Providing a synchronization point every m MBs has two
shortcomings: ﬁrst, the rate of side information is still limited
by its granularity on the MB level (possibly sub-MB). This
could be problematic for video encoded at high rates with
a small quantization parameter, resulting in large intervals
between (sub-)MB boundaries in the code stream. However,
that is unlikely to be a problem in low to medium rate
wireless applications. The other shortcoming is more serious:
increasing the frequency of synchronization points does not
necessarily increase the capability of correcting (or detecting)
VLC errors, regardless of decoder complexity. For example, it
cannot prevent confounding two codewords of the same length.
Furthermore, errors in the FLC ﬁelds of the code stream still
go completely unnoticed. Fortunately, both problems can be
mitigated by proper artifact detection and error concealment.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All simulations are based on the Foreman QCIF sequence,
encoded with H.264 (joint model encoder, 200 frames at
15 fps, QPI = QPP = 30, I9P GOP, maximal packet size
750 bytes) and then transmitted over a binary-input additive
white Gaussian noise (BIAWGN) channel. The total ﬁle size
was 169’509 Bytes (corresponding to about 100 kbit/s), of
which 69’197 were in error-free A packets. The remaining
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Fig. 1. Average number of dropped paths per slice.
100’312 Bytes were in B/C packets and were decoded with
the sequential decoder.
Synchronization points were added with a frequency of
mI = 4 in I frames and mP = 20 in P frames, resulting in
the same average side information rate of 2% in both frame
types, or 15837 bits in total. To model error-free transmission
of this information, we added 3 × 40 bytes of headers and
assumed a channel code of rate 0.9, which in the practical
decoder operating region above 6 dB Eb/N0 is at more than 3
dB from capacity. All together, this corresponds to an increase
of 0.1 dB in Eb/N0 compared to a reference system without
additional synchronization information. To make comparisons
possible, this shift is included in all plots shown.
The computational complexity of sequential decoding be-
comes exponential when operating above the cut-off rate R0,
which is a function of the modulation alphabet and channel
used [8]. Therefore we limited the complexity by letting the
decoder drop at most 100 invalid paths before declaring a slice
erasure. Since the decoder with synchronization points drops
many more shorter partial paths, we generated two sets of
results: one were only full-length dropped paths were counted,
and one were ﬁve dropped partial paths were counted as one
full path (labeled “limited” in the plots). The actual complexity
of the latter was smaller than the reference, while the former
gets about twice as complex with decreasing channel SNR.
The average number of dropped paths is shown in Figure 1
(the slice erasure probability behaves similarly, see [1]). The
cut-off phenomenon is clearly visible around 7.5 dB. This
value can be used to estimate the average redundancy that
is actually exploitable by the decoder: the redundancy per
channel input bit corresponding to the BIAWGN cut-off rate
is about 0.005 at 7.5 dB. For a mean packet size of 330 bytes
this turns out to 13 bits per packet, to be compared with
the estimate of 10-20 bits in Section III. A bit surprisingly,
additional synchronization information does not shift the cut-
off point by much. This may be partly explained by error
propagation beyond synchronization points due to the CAVLC6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5
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Fig. 2. Decoder comparison, best to worst: sequential decoder with sync
info (SD-SI), sequential decoder alone (SD), packet loss (PL); combined with
artifact detection and concealment (AD+C), simple copy-paste concealment
of erased slices (CPC), no concealment.
prediction mechanisms.
In terms of bit error rate (BER), there is a coding gain of
about 0.5 dB over a wide range of channel SNR compared to
binary hard decision decoding [1]. Additional synchronization
information is penalizing above 7.5 dB, however BER is not
relevant for decoded picture quality, as can be seen from
the YUV-averaged PSNR in Figure 2. Results are shown for
different decoders and different concealment scenarios. Lost
or erased packets (slices) are either left as is or concealed
with copy-paste from the previous frame. The best results
are obtained when combining the sequential decoder with
the artifact detector that generates concealment requests. The
additional synchronization information results in about 0.1–0.2
dB gain in Eb/N0 (after the 0.1 dB penalty). Figure 3 shows
that the visual gains are not necessarily reﬂected in PSNR and
can be quite impressive (Eb/N0 = 6.75 dB).
VI. CONCLUSION
Recent years have seen growing interest in error-resilient
source decoding methods, ranging from simple error detection
with repeat request to elaborate iterative joint source-channel
decoders. Many of these methods are unrealistically complex
or cannot be used without breaking standards. Sequential
decoding clearly ﬁlls a gap in this respect, as it allows for a
reasonable complexity-performance trade-off. This work has
shown that its performance can be further improved in a
simple fashion. The presented scheme exploits the knowledge
of macroblock boundaries in the code stream as means to
eliminate incorrect paths in a sequential decoder. Section III
mentioned that this is the simplest kind of semantic side
information that can be exploited; other kinds would include
e.g. knowledge about motion compensation or intra prediction.
However, these are more difﬁcult to handle, since they are
likely best processed in the spatial domain, e.g. with a path
metric that takes into account the distortion of the recon-
Fig. 3. Original picture, packet loss with copy-paste concealment, sequential
decoding alone, sequential decoding and concealment, additional sync info
alone, additional sync info and concealment (left to right, top to bottom).
structed slice compared to its prediction from side information.
Besides representing a considerable complexity increase, this
would require a much closer integration of the sequential
CAVLC decoder with the actual H.264 decoder.
In summary, sending a small amount of synchronization side
information is an easy way to boost sequential decoder perfor-
mance while keeping the computational complexity constant
or even reducing it.
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